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The term gender are used as a definition of the social 
sex, something which are created by our culture. Not 
what we are born with between our legs but rather 
the properties which are classified as feminine or 
masculine. Gender can be projected onto anything, 
not just people. 

When someone buys a product, they seldom reflect 
over why they choose that particular product. What 
the attraction were. Often we choose products by 
habit, price or advertising. What we don’t realise is 
that in many cases we are also controlled by a social 
norm which dictates our choices. It is for example 
these normatives that makes us think that a skirt is 
only meant for a woman. Our surrounding are affect-
ing who we are and become. This can difference de-
pending on which context a person associates with, 
it can be cultural, ethnic, social, religious or sexual. 
Regardless these parameters, there are always un-
written rules of how we should act, dress and what 
products we should buy. 

By being conscious about that fact and reflect around 
the choices we make, we become more in control of 
ourselves. It is through discussion and reflection we 
get enlighten and start to think in different ways.  As 
long as we keep questioning and addressing this 
problem we create a consciousness. The barriers of 
what’s “right and wrong” will slowly start to decade. 
And in time, what is obvious to us today will have an-
other meaning tomorrow. 

In my project I’ve been focusing on the importance of 
discussion around gender and design. 

My products is a educational tool that can be used 
in a workshop, class or as an inspirational tool for a 
brainstorm or such. My target group are design stu-
dents. I’ve tried to not focus too much on the political 
aspect of gender, but rather on gender as a design-
method-tool, which works through discussion and 
creativity. Why I choose to attack the issue in this 
manner is that I through my research found out that 
gender is a complex and strong subject which not 
everyone feels comfortable to discuss, So I wanted 
to make my product as inclusive as possible and to 
involve all the participants.

The tool consists of four different boards, one board 
to each group. Each board have one round card with 
a product and four arch shaped cards with shape de-
scriptions (two masculine and two feminine). From 
these four descriptions the students are assigned to 
design the product they are given. Because of the 
nature of feminine and masculine descriptions there 
are bound to be some counter-poles such as light vs. 
heavy. And it is in these collisions that new design can 
be created and discussion grows. After an hour the 
students are to present their result and which words 
they had and through that also involve the rest of the 
class in their choices and thoughts, inviting them to 
the discussion. 

Trough this product I hope to bring some light on to 
gender within design and to create an awareness for 
the next generation of designers. 

AS WE GROW FURTHER INTO THE CONSUMPTION SOCIETY, OUR RESPON-
SIBILITIES AS DESIGNERS INCREASES. WHEN WE FOCUS ON STEREOTYPES 
IT’S EASY TO CREATE EXCLUSION. BY HAVING A DISCUSSION AROUND GEN-
DER IN THE DESIGN EDUCATION WE DO NOT ONLY HIGHLIGHT THE ISSUE, 
WE CAN ALSO START TO CREATE NEW WAYS OF THINKING AROUND DESIGN.

A GENDER GAME




